Nondestructive testing (or testing that
doesn’t damage the tested product)
has been around a lot longer than you
might think. In fact, the first
nondestructive” test, visual testing, is"
as old as mankind. The next oldest
nondestructive testing technique was
developed in 1895, when German
physicist Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen
. first invented the X-ray
Over a century later, nondestructive
testing techniques have become much
more robust. They now include
magnetic particle testing (MT), liquid
penetrant testing (LT), acoustic
emission testing (AT), eddy current
testing (ET) and ultrasonic testing (UT)
as well as visual testing (VT) and
. (radiographic testing (RT
As you can imagine, the benefits of
nondestructive testing have increased
over time as well. Here are four
reasons why nondestructive testing is
useful in industries ranging from
.automobile to oil and gas

Although initially developed as a method
for detecting defects in structures in
order to safeguard against catastrophic
failures, ultrasonic non-destructive
testing (NDT) has evolved immensely to
a technique considered the mainstay for
the NDT industry. Today, ultrasonic NDT
is not only capable of detecting surface
and subsurface defects, but also
quantifying these defects. Apart from
defect detection, ultrasonic NDT is also
utilized in the industrial world for
thickness gaging. There has been a rapid
evolution of ultrasonic NDT with game
changing technological advancements
being witnessed in the past decade. This
article will provide a brief history in time
to understand important technological
advancements that have shaped the
ultrasonic NDT industry to its current
state. The article will also provide an
overview on the market for ultrasonic
NDT covering the competitive landscape
.and an outlook for the future

Items examined include manufactured components for defects, finished products for build quality validation, packages and containers
for contents identification as well as process plant and equipment.
James Fisher NDT has the resources to support your business with more than 50 permanent staff qualified to PCN/NAS 410 or above in
multiple disciplines, including four staff with qualifications at level III, and 16 fully equipped X-ray bays at strategically placed locations
nationwide. These resources are backed up by dedicated quality and administrative teams to ensure that work is progressed and
reported in a timely and traceable fashion to the standards our customers require.

Non-destructive testing (NDT) uses methods of detecting and evaluating flaws in materials, without producing deleterious effects on the
material or structure under test. It is used to guarantee safe operation, assessing life of facilities and quality control.
Alduco provides conventional and specialized (NDT) services principally to the oil & gas, petrochemical, power generation & engineering
industries.

With our highly skilled and experienced personnel qualified & certified in accordance to international certification schemes including, PCN
(EN 473/ISO 9712) and ASNT (SNT-TC 1A), we are committed to supporting our client´s most stringent safety and quality standards
requirements.

Cathodic Protection

Corrosion Problems?

Conservation of Value

Earthburried pipelines are usually expensive investments. In order to defend against the threat
of corrosion they are protected by coatings and
coverings. However, the smallest damage of the
coating or any cracks in the covering steadily lead
to the feared pitting corrosion.

The expected lifespan of a pipeline network is, depending on the transport medium, a minimum of
50 years. However, a pipeline should be functional
for up to 100 years. Cathodic corrosion protection
offers an optimum of safety and efficiency because with a cathodic protection system pipelines can
be operated even in critical soils reliably.

Corrosion causes an electrochemical reaction
which leads to loss of metal. As a result pipelines
become leaky and can cause enormous damage
to property and environment.

Cathodic Corrosion Protection - the
Solution
Cathodic corrosion protection (CCP) belongs to
the oldest protection methods at all. V&C has
been working in the field of cathodic protection of
earthburried structures since 1971. Today it is one
of the leading suppliers in Central Europe.
CCP as an active protection method attacks corrosion - in contrast to passive protection methods
- at its roots. It is based on the connection between the potential of steel and the corrosion rate.
Through installation of a negative protection current the electrochemical potential of the pipeline is
brought to a stable passive state and the corrosion
process is stopped.

Corrosion damage of a pipeline

So it is one of the most important tasks of a public
utility company to protect its assets for a prolonged
period of time, to extend the lifespan of the pipeline network and to minimize any repair works.

The high-quality-work of cathodic corrosion protection is regulated by numerous standards, guidelines and recommendations. Besides V&C collaborates actively with professional associations
such as the Austrian Association for Gas and
Water (OVGW) or the German Gas Association
(DVGW). Furthermore V&C has been working
according to the quality managementsystem ISO
9001 as well as the safety and environemental
managementsystem SCC (Safety Certificate Contractors) for many years.

Basics of Cathodic Corrosion Protection

Fe (metal) --> Fe2+ (soil) + 2eThe base anode decomposes whereas the noble
cathode stays free of corrosion.
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Rate of metal loss due to corrosion [mm/year]

Corrosion is always due to differences of potential
between metallic materials (e.g. pipelines) and its
environment. It is an electrochemical process that
leads to destruction of material on the metallic surface. The oxydation process can be described by
the following formula:
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This process can be changed by applying electrical voltage between metal and ground. The fol-

Rate of metal loss depending on the pipe-soil potential for different soil
types.

lowing illustration shows how the electrochemical
potential between metal and ground influences
the corrosion rate. The graphs represent the different soil types.

In order to minimize loss of pipeline material it is
necessary to have a pipe-soil-potential of -0.75 to
-0.95 V (versus a copper/coppersulfat reference
electrode).

It is clearly indicated that the corrosion rate lessens with increasing electrochemical potential,
whereas a corrosion rate of 10µm per year is technically regarded as negligible.

Highest Economic Efficiency

The specific costs of cathodic corrosion protection
depend on several factors. So it is not only the
lenghts of the pipeline or the network that is crucial
but also the age of the net and whether the pipeline has already been renewed or not.
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Through application of a cathodic corrosion protection system the costs of maintenance for pipeline networks can be clearly reduced. A lower vulnerability of the plants allows longer maintenance
cycles and as a consequence the upkeep can be
cut in half.
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In principle the costs for a cathodic protection system run up to 4 - 15% of the total amount of the

building costs for a pipeline system. This amount,
however, bears no relation to the costs of any repair works or loss of production.
The economic efficiency of cathodic corrosion protection is illustrated in the figure above. It shows
that even an afterwards installed protection system at existing pipelines leads to a reduction of the
costs of maintenance. A cathodic protection sys-
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tem improves the operation of the network which
results in a greater safety and an avoidance of a
supply gap. Furthermore the lifespan of a pipeline
network can be doubled by using cathodic corrosion protection.

Causes of Corrosion
Pipelines are corrosion-endangerd by an interplay of influences like aggressive substances in
the soil, galvanic connectors or sulphate-reducing
bacterias in the ground. Basically it can be distinguished between four main causes that lead to
corrosion of metallic structures.
Aeration Cell Corrosion
The resting potential of steel in aerated soils (e.g.
sand) does not differ much from those in unaerated soils (e.g. clay). But is there any vacancy in
the covering or coating of the pipeline which is in
contact with different soil types, a voltage gradient
occurs. This voltage gradient causes a corrosion

Macrocell Corrosion
Macrocell corrosion is caused similar to corrosion of aeration cell by different resting potentials
at different places. In contrast to aeration cells the
differences of potential at macrocells are not due
to different grounds but to different metalic materials.
Everywhere where reinforced concrete structures
are in conjunction with metal pipelines macrocell
corrosion can occur.

Pict. 1: Aeration cell on a metallic pipe
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current in the ground. At vacancies in unaerated
areas corrosion can appear at a speed of up to
more than one-tenth of a millimeter per year.

Pict. 2: Macrocell between pipeline and reinforced concrete foundation

Steel in concrete has a potential that is several
100 mV more positive than those of earthburried
pipelines. Due to the big surface difference of the
reinforced concrete structure and the small pipeline vacancies severe corrosion damages can occur within few years. Ablation rates of up to one
millimeter per year are possible.

Alternating Current Corrosion

Stray Current Corrosion

Pipelines, that are led due to local conditions (e.g.
mountains, densely built-up areas) underneath or
close to high-voltage overhead lines, are greatly
influenced by alternating currents.

Railway tracks are connected electrically conductive with the ground by the roadbed. As a consequence part of the current which flows back in the
rails streams as stray current into the soil.

Those induced alternating currents can not only
cause enormous corrosion damages at pipelines
but also dangerous high contact voltages that require special safety and protection measures.

For the simple reason that current always takes
the path of the least resistance, it uses metal installations, such as pipelines or tubings, concrete
reinforcement and cables on its way through the
ground.

Both in the case of stray current corrosion and
alternating current corrosion it is necessary to
install not only an active cathodic corrosion
protecion system but also a polarisation cell, that
shunts hazardous voltages to ground. Only in
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Pict. 3: Stray current affect on metallic pipelines

Due to the polarity of the railway feeding-in (positive pole at overhead electrical line and negative
pole at track) stray current leaves mainly close to
transformer substations and causes there a loss
of material that leads soon to pitting corrosion.
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Pict. 4: Electrically inducted influences on pipelines

this way any danger for man and material can be
avoided.

The principle of CCP
There are two possibilities for designing an active
corrosion protection system of earthburried pipelines: Cathodic protection with impressed current
or galvanic anodes.
V&C offers both methods, however, it prefers working with an impressed current protection system
for earthburried structures.
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Cathodic protection with an impressed current
protection system

Cathodic protection with an impressed current protection system

An impressed current system uses - in comparison to a galvanic anode system - current which is
produced by a rectifier and transmitted by foreign

recording of the state of the pipeline and thereby
possible irregularities can be immediately recognised and remedied.

current anodes to the earthburried object to be
protected.

The anodes which are used for the protective current supply can be built horizontally or vertically in
the ground. Depending on the local surrounding
conditions there are primarily FeSi anodes used,
either single or pre-finished as canister anode with
backfill.

The advantage of this method lies primarily in
the possibility that the output voltage can be regulated depending on the soil resistance and the
protecting current requirements of the pipeline.
Furthermore cathodic corrosion protection with
an impressed current system enables automatic

The effectiveness of the cathodic protection system is monitored through potential mapping

through permanent reference cells at measuring
points and then sent to the rectifier station for an
internal comparison with preset thresholds. The
cabel connections of the pipeline, rectifier and reference electrode come together at the measuring
station too.
Cathodic corrosion protection with a galvanic
anode system
For smaller objects or those where a power supply with rectifier is difficult (e.g. in less conductive
grounds) cathodic protection with galvanic anodes
is used. The method is based on the difference
between the anode material and the object to be

protected. As the anode material is not as precious as the metal of the pipeline, current flows
automatically from the anode to the pipeline because of the voltage gradient.
The required number and size of anodes depend
on the size of the object to be protected, the specific soil resistance and the planned term of protection.
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Cathodic protection with magnesium anodes

For the reduction of the monitoring resistance of
the anodes in the ground V&C uses anodes prefinished in sacs with backfill.

Galvanic anodes have a livetime of maximum 20
years and have to be changed at the end of this
time. However, in contrast to impressed current
systems galvanic anode systems are less expensive.

